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A graduate of Tulane University School of Medicine and the University of Denver College of Law, Dr.
Thomas E. Levy is a board-certified cardiologist, a bar-certified attorney and author of Curing the
Incurable: Vitamin C, Infectious Diseases, and Toxins, plus eleven other groundbreaking medical books.
He is one of the world's leading vitamin C experts and frequently lectures to medical professionals all over
the globe about the role of vitamin C and antioxidants in the treatment of disease.
After practicing cardiology from 1981 through 1993, Dr. Levy met Hal Huggins, DDS, MS, and began what
he calls his second medical education. Dr. Huggins’ practice of medicine was based on the concepts of
toxin removal along with nutritional and supplement support, allowing the body to restore its natural
molecular structures and configurations. It was an approach that achieved clinical responses that modern
medicine does not believe to be possible to this day. It was Dr. Levy’s first encounter with the practice of
orthomolecular medicine
Shuttering his cardiology practice in order to work with Dr. Huggins, Dr. Levy was amazed to see how so
many patients responded positively and quickly to intravenous infusions of vitamin C. After witnessing so
many positive clinical responses with Dr. Huggins’ protocols, Dr. Levy threw himself into exploring and
researching as much as possible as to how and why such responses could occur. he began to research the
enormous toxicity associated with much dental work, as well as the pronounced ability of properly
administered vitamin C to neutralize this toxicity. His work addresses the wide-ranging properties of
vitamin C in neutralizing all toxins and resolving most infections, as well as its vital role in the effective
treatment of heart disease and cancer.
In 2002, following the lead of an earlier book, The Healing Factor: Vitamin C Against Disease, written by
noted biochemist Dr. Irwin Stone, Dr. Levy published Curing the Incurable: Vitamin C, Infectious Diseases,
and Toxins in order to demonstrate and highlight as fully as possible the extensive literature documenting
the ability of vitamin C to effectively deal with nearly all infections and toxin exposures. It was also
intended to give orthomolecular and other healthcare practitioners some additional legal and scientific
support for the use of vitamin C in their practices.
Recently inducted into the Orthomolecular Medicine Hall of Fame, Dr. Levy continues to research the
impact of the orthomolecular application of vitamin C and antioxidants in general on chronic degenerative
diseases. His ongoing research involves documenting that all diseases are different forms and degrees of
focal scurvy, arising from increased oxidative stress, especially intracellularly, and that they all benefit from
protocols that optimize the antioxidant levels in the body. Finding ways to best restore these antioxidant
levels is the main thrust of Dr. Levy’s ongoing research.
Dr. Levy was introduced to ITM Chairman/CEO Jack Craciun III by The First Dragon Foundation™ Ltd.
(in re-organization as The Future of Medicine Foundation™ Ltd.) Member of the Board of Advisors, Dr.
Richard Z. Cheng, ISOM Board Member and Director of the Medical & Scientific Advisory Board to the
International Intravenous Vitamin C China Epidemic Medical Support Team.
Recognizing a mutual dedication to educate the public and those in the healthcare industry about the vital
importance of the orthomolecular application of vitamin C and antioxidants to prevent, treat and/or cure the
Covid-19 virus as well as all degenerative disease, Dr. Levy accepted Mr. Craciun’s invitation to join The
First Dragon Foundation™ Ltd. Board of Advisors and now serves with a team of global medical and
business leaders dedicated to return health to humanity.
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